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STORE

For over sixty years, Madix has partnered with retailers and brands to 
deliver unique, high-quality solutions for merchandising and store 
design. We are the industry’s leading provider of store fixtures, shelving, 
and accessories, with three manufacturing locations and worldwide 
warehousing capabilities to better serve clients both international and 
domestic.
 
At our core, Madix is a company about people, not numbers. We 
take pride in responding to our clients’ needs on an individual and 
personalized basis, because we believe that a truly holistic solution is one 
tailored to a specific business. We’ll take time to genuinely understand 
the challenges you face in your day-to-day store operations, helping 
you find an answer adapted to your purposes.

ABOUT MADIX MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEM
SPACE-EFFICIENT BACKROOM STORAGE SOLUTION
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STOREMOBILE STORAGE SYSTEM
TYPICAL EQUIPMENT

ANTI-TIP OPTIONS

Madix’s Mobile Storage Systems create high-density storage while maintaining 
easy access to inventory. Retailers can reduce operating costs and conserve 
valuable floor space to maximize their front-room display area without increasing 
their overall store size. Montel, a world leader in mobile storage solutions and 
Madix’s strategic partner, provides systems that range from the basic “SmartSpace” 
manual carriage to fully powered systems. Specially engineered systems are also 
available, so storage capacity is virtually unlimited. 

Galvanized rails resist corrosion and feature easily cleaned profile – no grooves 
to collect debris. Alignment connectors provided at rail joints.

Features and specifications below are typical to SmartSpace manual carriage systems.

Maximize Backroom Storage Capacity 
Without Increasing Your Footprint

Mounted to shelving with tubular 
guide rod and wall supports.

Features carriage-mounted system 
and special floor-mounted rail.

Precision engineered and dimensioned to fit Madix Storage Equipment. The 
3"H (76mm) base features dual flanged steel wheels with a spherical surface to 
match rails and permanently lubricated and shielded bearings. Standard load 
capacity is 2,000 lbs per bay; dimensions to 24'L and 4'W.

Carriages include manual, anti-drift 
brake system with easy activation 
and de-activation.

Contact your Madix Sales Consultant for ordering information.
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Choose from Madix’s complete 
line of storage products, 
including Steel Light-Duty 
Storage Shelving, Post and Rail 
Storage Shelving, Wide Span, 
or Pallet Rack (depending upon 
requirements).

SmartSpace Solution

Optional Mechanical Assist 
for heavy-duty applications.
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